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INTRODUCTION 
 
 

Since its establishment, the University of Prishtina 
(herineafter also UP) has stood not only for an academic 
institution but also a political one. Up until 1999, the 
University of Prishtina has functioned as a “political 
academy” creating the political conscience for Kosova’s 
liberation from Serbia. Yet, ever since 1999, when Kosova 
entered the international administration under UNMIK, the 
University of Prishtina has failed to reform enough as to 
resemble Western higher education institutions in which 
quality teaching and scientific research based on integrity are 
considered “the guiding stars” for the activities. 

A specter is haunting the University of Prishtina. It is 
the specter of fraud and lack of academic integrity among the 
teachers of this institution. Civil society organizations, field 
professionals and various commentators who have “turned 
their projectors” towards the University of Prishtina have 
identified a myriad of problems related to academic 
dishonesty, plagiarism and undeserved promotions. Though 
no serious comprehensive study on the magnitude of the 
phenomenon has been conducted to date, the general public 
impression is that the overwhelming majority of the 
professors at the University of Prishtina have reached the 
peak of their academic degrees through fraudulent schemes. 
The legal maxim that everyone is innocent until proven guilty 
has been overturned: now there is a “deceptive” impression 
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that every single academic is guilty and a fraud until proven 
otherwise. 

On the one hand, the impression has spread due to 
lack of courage among the University of Prishtina 
management to install mechanisms in order to deal with the 
issue of academic integrity. The fleeing from the 
responsibility of guaranteeing integrity and protecting the 
autonomy of this institution also results from the ongoing 
interventions by political parties to appoint their own 
management structures and rectors, thus enabling their 
control over the “symbolic and intellectual capital” in 
Kosova. This mindset and this politics applied over the years 
have severely damaged the decision-making autonomy and 
credibility of this key institution for higher education and 
science in Kosova. The University of Prishtina has not only 
“constantly” supplied the political parties with members but 
has “amnestied” those of its members endowed with political 
power whenever they have come to violate the academic 
integrity. Except for the cases of plagiarism or fraudulent 
publications, which no one has had the courage to address, 
certain members of the UP structures went so far as to use 
the university premises for election campaigns and 
instrumentalize student organizations for their political aims. 

On the other hand, in the absence of specialized 
professional organizations for higher education policies, the 
public is witnessing a cacophony of UP deficiencies’ 
assessments devoid of professional methodology, presenting 
cases of academic dishonesty among professors in the style 
of media shows. 

This paper analyzes issues related to promotion, ethics 
and integrity at the University of Prishtina. The study is 
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neither inclusive nor exhaustive. In methodological terms, 
the data presented here are based on: 

a) an analysis of the content of all relevant documents 
regulating issues of ethics and academic integrity at 
the University of Prishtina; 

b) a comparison of those documents with others that 
regulate integrity issues at European level; and 

c) the data presented from a discussion table and two 
focus groups organized by the CPC with the UP 
academic staff. 

 
The study is divided into four sections. The first one 

deals with the concept of academic integrity, analyzing the 
principles and dimensions for the guarantee of this integrity 
and providing some data on its status at the European Union 
(EU) level. The second section analyzes the normative 
grounds that regulate ethics and academic integrity and 
identifies some shortcomings of the existing regulations. The 
third section provides an overview of the culture of 
maintenance and promotion of academic integrity, poor 
publishing practices in counterfeit journals at both 
management and academic staff level, mentoring of doctoral 
theses and plagiarisms. Finally, the fourth section analyzes 
the link between the recruitment process, academic 
promotion and lack of integrity. Here, statutory uncertainties, 
evaluation committees and legal uncertainties with regards to 
the promotion criteria are considered. Finally, 
recommendations are provided on how some of the 
problems identified in this study could be addressed. 
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MAIN FINDINGS 
 
 

1. The Statute, the Code of Ethics, and the Regulation on 
Disciplinary Measures and Proceedings – both being 
documents that cover academic integrity issues at the 
University of Prishtina – do not incorporate the key aspects 
of good research practices. These include, inter alia, issues 
related to manipulation of authorship, management and 
preservation of scientific research data, falsification of 
scientific results for business or political gains, potential 
donor intervention to conceal or misrepresent the scientific 
findings of a research, data fabrication as well as misuse of 
the UP facilities and reputation by academic staff or others 
for the development of activities aiming private gains or 
political campaigns. 
 
2. The Statute, the Code of Ethics, and the Disciplinary 
Measures and Procedures Regulation display major 
shortcomings with regards to the coverage of the issue of 
academic integrity. Apart from them, the problem lies in the 
fact that the issue of academic integrity has not been dealt 
with the due seriousness by the UP decision-making bodies. 
For example, so far none of the ten disciplinary measures 
envisaged by the Discipline Measures and Procedures 
Regulation are being implemented. The lack of readiness to 
enforce regulations and disciplinary measures is also due to 
the fact that a significant part of the current management at 
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the UP, just as with previous managements, has essential 
problems with the core principles of academic integrity. To 
give an example, some of the UP Steering Council members, 
senators and vice-deans are known to have published in 
predatory and fraudulent journals. 
 
3. Most often the condemnations of academic staff for 
publishing in suspicious journals or publishing houses come 
from the media and not from their peers. The reasons why 
other professors rarely or never react to fraudulent acts of 
their colleagues suspected or involved in plagiarism or other 
academic frauds must be related to the fact that business, 
collegial, political and family ties and alliances are considered 
as prioritized and supreme vis-à-vis the ethical, professional, 
principled and scientific considerations. 
 
4. Lack of academic integrity is also visible in Evaluation 
Committees nominally invited to evaluate and recommend 
candidates for freshman assistants, lecturers or professors 
employed in the UP, those whose employment contracts are 
being renewed, or those who advance in their academic 
degree. There are cases when Evaluation Committees emerge 
with arbitrary decisions, lacking even the basic professional 
principles. Arbitrary evaluation also occurs because statutory 
rules are often unclear and inaccurate. This leaves the 
Evaluation Committees with room to interpret the statutory 
norms according to their preferences and interests for given 
candidates. 
 
5. Six of the UP Statute articles regulating the appointment, 
reappointment and promotion of academic staff are full of 
uncertainties and lack of specification. This statutory 
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ambiguity was transposed ad literam to the “Regulation on 
Appointment Procedures Relating to the Appointment, 
Reappointment and Promotion of Academic Staff at the 
University of Prishtina ‘Hasan Prishtina’” (hereinafter: 
Appointment Procedures Regulation). For example, in order 
to obtain the academic title of a full professor, Point 1.2.1 of 
Article 175 of the Statute and Article 4 of the Regulation on 
Appointment Procedures both require candidates to have 
published, besides the textbooks, at least five major 
publications in international journals as well as “an important 
number of monographs,” this being a requirement with 
utterly vague, incomprehensible and confusing statements. 
Also, from Point 1.2.3 to 1.2.5 of the Regulation on 
Appointment Procedures, the criteria set for obtaining the 
academic title of a full professor, such as “long-term 
experience in basic research projects,” “high educational and 
pedagogical capability through reasonable practice,” “skills 
for academic leadership” are unspecified and even 
meaningless criteria and formulations. 
 
6. Although in the last five years three documents have been 
approved clarifying the procedures and criteria with regard to 
publication, appointment and promotion of academic staff in 
the UP, this clarification is considered temporary, as the 
promotion criteria are continuously changing. The 
documents are temporary and unpredictable in their nature. 
On the one hand, there is more rigorous observance and 
enforcement of the criteria for academic promotion clarified 
with these documents, while on the other the validity of the 
criteria remains temporary and unpredictable. 
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7. Problems related to the academic dishonesty of UP staff 
publishing in fraudulent and predatory journals are addressed 
only at the level of symptoms or consequences yet never that 
of the causes of the phenomenon. The structural problem is 
also related to the construction of the infrastructure 
concerning scientific research, the planning and allocation of 
funds for research support, the creation of research 
programs, the maintenance and funding of scientific 
institutions, the international networking, the organization of 
international conferences with scientific relevance and the 
establishment and indexing of journals through credible 
platforms. 
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ON ACADEMIC INTEGRITY: LITERATURE 
REVIEW 

 
 

“Scientists have the moral duty to adhere to the 
highest standards of integrity without the pressure 
of external control or threatening sanctions.”  
European Science Foundation 

 
There is only one meaning given to the word integrity in 
Today’s Albanian Dictionary. No reading of its meaning 
implies the notion of honesty. The meaning provided is s 
follows: “INTEGRITY, m. (formal) Being whole and untouchable; 
territorial whole that constitutes a single, inseparable and intangible 
unit. Territorial Integrity.”1 According to this definition, the 
word implies the territorial integrity, not the moral, 
professional or scientific one. Thus, the word is not related 
to the notions of sincerity and honesty. Another Albanian 
language dictionary does not list the word at all.2  

In the Oxford English Dictionary, the word integrity 
obtains a broader meaning. One of them is: “The quality of 
being honest; firmness of character and moral ideas. He’s a 
person of great integrity who will say exactly what he thinks.”3 In 

                                                        
1 Akademia e Shkencave e Shqipërisë, Instituti i Gjuhësisë dhe i Letërsisë: 
Fjalor i Shqipes së Sotme, Tiranë, 2002, p. 509.  
2 Mehmet Elezi: Fjalor i Gjuhës Shqipe, 2007, p. 604-612. 
3 Sally Wehmeier (ed.): Oxford Wordpower Dictionary, 1998, p. 335. 
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another, the word is given two meanings: “1. The quality of 
being honest and having strong moral principles: 
personal/professional/artistic integrity – to behave with integrity. 2. 
(formal) The state of being whole and not divided: to respect 
the territorial integrity of the nation.”4 

Within scientific disciplines, integrity is concerned with 
respecting the highest professional, legal and moral standards 
during research, reporting and publication of scientific 
findings. Researchers and scientists are not only expected to 
respect those standards, but also to report whenever they 
notice colleagues violating them. The scientific integrity, as a 
guarantee of research quality, stands at the very core of  
research and scientific cooperation. 

The relationship between scientific research and ethics 
can be analyzed on two levels. While the first one looks at 
the socio-ethical context within science-society relations and 
the possible implications of a scientific research in the 
society, the second concerns itself with the standards within 
the scientific and academic community about research.5 

The essence of scientific integrity lies in adhering to the 
following four principles:  

a) high professional standards for designing and 
conducting research; 

b) critical and open-minded approach to conducting 
research and studies, as well as analyzing data; 

                                                        
4 Sally Wehmeier (ed.): Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current English 
2000, p. 623. 
5 Pieter J. D. Drenth: European Code of Conduct for Research Integrity, p. 5. 
Accessed on 30 October 2018 in: https://static.uni-
graz.at/fileadmin/forschen/dokumente/diverses/A_European_Code_of_C
onduct_for_Research_Integrity.pdf  
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c) sincerity and fairness regarding the contributions of 
partners, competitors and predecestors; 

d) absolute honesty in all phases of scientific research, 
particularly avoiding: 
 any form of fraud, such as fabrication or 

falsification of data and/or records; 
 piracy or plagiarism; 
 sabotaging the work, data or protocols of other 

scientists; 
 breaching the trust as a reviewer or supervisor, 

and 
 cooperating with other scientists in such 

actions.6  
 
Violating these principles means violating the highest 

moral and professional standards in scientific research, which 
is otherwise defined as misconduct. 

An OECD study on Best Practices for Ensuring 
Scientific Integrity and Preventing Misconduct defines 
misconduct in research as “Fabrication, falsification, or 
plagiarism in proposing, performing, or reviewing research, or 
in reporting research results. Fabrication is making up results 
and recording or reporting them. Falsification is manipulating 
research, materials, equipment, or processes, or changing or 
omitting data or results such that the research is not accurately 
represented in the research record.”7 

                                                        
6 European Science Foundation: Good scientific practice in research and 
scholarship, December 2000, p. 4-5. 
7 OEDC: Best Practices for Ensuring Scientific Integrity and Preventing Misconduct, p. 
3 – 4. Accessed on 05 January 2019 in:   
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The European Federation of Humanistic Sciences and 
Disciplines Academies ALLEA (All European Academies) in 
2017 published a document called “European Code of 
Conduct for Research Integrity.” Since 2018 this document is 
also available in Albanian.8 It proposes good principles, good 
practices and violations of the integrity of scientific research. 
According to ALLEA there are four principles on the basis 
of which good research practices should be built:  

 
 Assurance of quality research, reflected in the 

concept, methodology, analysis and use of 
resources. 

 Honesty in developing, undertaking, reviewing and 
communicating the research in a transparent, fair, 
complete and impartial manner. 

 Respect for colleagues, research participants, 
society, ecosystems, cultural heritage and the 
environment. 

 Responsibility for research from idea to 
publication, its management and organization, 
leadership oversight and wider impact.9 

 
Good research practices have been analyzed within 

eight contexts. These include: the research environment; 

                                                        
8 See: https://www.allea.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/ALLEA-
ALbanian_European-Code-of-Conduct-for-Research-Integrity_FINAL.pdf  
9 ALLEA: European Code of Conduct for Research Integrity, reviewed 
edition, 2018, p. 4. Accessed on 05 January 2019 in: 
https://www.allea.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/ALLEA-
ALbanian_European-Code-of-Conduct-for-Research-Integrity_FINAL.pdf  
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training, supervision and leadership; search procedures; 
protective measures; management and data practices; 
working in cooperation; publishing and dissemination; 
review, evaluation and editing. 10 For the purposes of this 
study, we summarize six of these: 

 
1. The research environment concerns the 

promotion and popularization of scientific research 
by research organizations and institutions, based on 
research integrity, which means respecting 
methodological protocols for collection and 
protection of data. 

2. Training, supervision and leadership are related 
to guaranteeing the rigor of scientific research, 
through adequate training on ethics and research 
integrity. 

3. Research procedures are related to the 
conception, development and concretization of 
ideas, including the conscientious use of funds, as 
well as publishing and reporting results. 

4. Protective measures include respect for moral 
and legal codes during the research phases, treating 
the research subjects (whether human or animal, 
cultural or environmental) in accordance with 
existing laws and ethical codes, and taking into 
account their health, safety and well-being. 

5. Management and data practices imply storing 
data (published or unpublished) as well as ensuring 
transparency for access to data. 

                                                        
10 Ibid, p. 5. 
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6. Review, evaluation and editing constitute the 
final stage and the context within which research is 
conducted. This stage includes the examining of 
research by the research community before it is 
published and providing transparent research 
funding information, while editors and reviewers 
offer their positive/negative opinions or withdraw 
(in cases of conflict of interest) from evaluating a 
given research. 

 
The European Code of Conduct for Research Integrity 

also deals with integrity breaches during scientific research. 
Among the many unacceptable behaviors and practices in 
research, ALLEA lists: manipulation of authorship, 
funder/donor intervention in interpreting or reporting 
results of a research, misrepresentation of research results, 
and selective citations. The following table, developed by the 
OECD, presents the six dimensions addressing misconduct 
in research practice. 
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Research Misconduct11 
Core Research Misconduct 

Fabrication of data  
Falsification of data  
Plagiarism  

FFP normally includes:  
- Selectively excluding data  
  from analysis  
- Misinterpreting data to obtain  
  desired results (including  
  inappropriate use of statistical  
  methods)  
- Doctoring images in publications  
- Producing false data or results  
  under pressure from a sponsor 
 

Research practice misconduct 
Using inappropriate (e.g., harmful or  
dangerous) research methods  
 
Poor research design  
 
Experimental, analytical, computational  
errors  
 
Violation of human subject protocols  
 
Abuse of laboratory animals 

Data-related misconduct 
Not preserving primary data  
Bad data management, storage 
Withholding data from the scientific 
community  
NB: The above applies to physical 
research materials as well 
 

Publication-related misconduct  
Claiming undeserved authorship Denying 
authorship to contributors  
Artificially proliferating publications 
(“salami-slicing”)  
Failure to correct the publication records 

Personal misconduct 
Inappropriate personal behavior, 
harassment  
Inadequate leadership, mentoring, 
counselling of students  
Insensitivity to social or cultural 
 norms 

Financial, and other misconduct 
Peer review abuse e.g., non-disclosure of  
conflict of interest, unfairly holding up a 
 rival’s publication 
Misrepresenting credentials or publication 
 record  
Misuse of research funds for unauthorized 
purchases or for personal gain  
Making an unsubstantiated or malicious 
misconduct allegation  
 

 

                                                        
11 OECD: Best Practices for Ensuring Scientific Integrity and Preventing 
Misconduct, 2007, p. 3. Accessed on 20 December 2018 in: 
http://www.oecd.org/science/inno/40188303.pdf  
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A study by Irene Glendinning has compared the 
academic integrity policies of higher education in EU 
countries by looking at nine methodological categories. 
Among others, they include transparency, fair treatment 
policies, digital tools for detection of plagiarism and teacher 
training. According to this study, Sweden, Austria and 
Slovenia are some of the countries with the most appropriate 
policies about good practices of scientific research with 
integrity. Austria ranks second among the 27 countries 
researched. Its advantages with academic integrity are related 
to the fact that every year they collect national statistics on 
academic misconduct from all higher education institutions 
and the cases are dealt with by the Austrian Agency for 
Scientific Integrity.12 Many institutions of higher education in 
Austria have digital tools for detection of plagiarism; staff 
and students are trained on academic integrity and there is 
high awareness on plagiarism. 

Belgium ranks 13th in terms of good priorities and 
policies in protecting the academic integrity. The weaknesses 
of the Belgian system are due to the state being populated by 
different linguistic groups, which complicates the 
investigation and punishment of plagiarism. Bulgaria ranks 
27th, namely the last of the 27 countries studied regarding 
good practices for scientific research. Most of the higher 
education institutions in Bulgaria do not have digital tools for 
detection of plagiarism. There are no policies implemented 
for criminalizing misconduct in research and there are no 
records in which students’ theses or papers are stored. Even 

                                                        
12 Österreichische Agentur für wissenschaftliche Integrität in: 
https://oeawi.at/ 
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Germany and France rank quite down in the list: the 20th and 
24th respectively. 

Some of Germany’s weaknesses with regard to 
academic integrity are that only certain higher education 
institutions have implemented policies to address plagiarism, 
there is lack of evidence on academic staff training about 
academic integrity policies, and the professional autonomy 
enjoyed by these institutions discourages transparency and 
accountability. Sweden ranks third, Malta fifth, Cyprus 
seventh, Finland is eighth, Slovenia eleventh, and so on. The 
first place for priorities and good policies of academic 
integrity goes to Great Britain.13 This study does not cover 
Kosova. 

 
 

 

                                                        
13 Irene Glendinning: Comparison of policies for Academic Integrity in 
Higher Education across the European Union IPPHEA Project 
Consortium, October 2013, p.5-39. Accessed on 23 December 2018 in: 
http://plagiarism.cz/ippheae/files/D2-3-
00%20EU%20IPPHEAE%20CU%20Survey%20EU-wide%20report.pdf  
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ETHICS AND INTEGRITY IN THE UP 
“NORM” 

 
 

Approved in 2013, The University of Prishtina ‘Hasan 
Prishtina’ Academic Staff Code of Ethics (hereinafter: the 
Code of Ethics) and the Regulation on Disciplinary Measures 
and Procedures on Academic Staff of the University of 
Prishtina (hereinafter also: the Regulation) approved in 2017, 
are the two basic documents regulating the academic integrity 
in the UP. The purpose of the Code of Ethics is to set down 
the rules for respecting ethical principles by academic staff, 
preserve academic freedom, and advance standards in 
teaching and research. The Code of Ethics regulates, inter 
alia, professional rights of academic staff, ethical principles, 
and types of unacceptable behavior in teacher-student 
relations. Article 9 of this Code requires members of 
academic staff to improve and develop their competences as 
scholars, while respecting the principles of intellectual 
honesty. The code defines the unacceptable behavior of 
academic staff in scientific research as “violation of 
intellectual honesty standards, such as improper research 
behavior and/or intentional misuse of writings, researches  
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and findings of others.”14 This Code also sets out the ethical 
principles that govern the relationship between the UP 
professors themselves. This implies that professors should 
judge their colleagues objectively and that they have a moral 
obligation to report “unethical behavior of their peers or 
violations of the provisions of this Code.”15 

Although this is considered unacceptable behavior 
(though the wording “principles of professional objectivity” 
is not specified), still part of the UP professors to this day, as 
they have done for decades, continue to hold different 
political posts and the position of a member of the UP 
academic staff at the same time. In order to develop 
disciplinary procedures for the implementation of the Code 
of Ethics, the UP Senate has established the Ethics Council. 
All of Kosova citizens are entitled to report cases in the 
Ethics Council. 

The Regulation on Disciplinary Measures and 
Procedures requires academic staff to respect the university’s 
autonomy, the Code of Ethics, and the “principles of 
professional and scientific honesty.” This regulation defines 
disciplinary measures, competent bodies for the examination 
of cases and procedures for filing disciplinary offenses. The 
violations are divided into minor and serious. Violations 
related to the organization of the teaching process, the 
examinations, the publication of the timetable, etc., are 

                                                        
14 Universiteti i Prishtinës: Kodi i Etikës i stafit akademik të Universitetit të 
Prishtinës “Hasan Prishtina”, Prot. No. 1/751, 19 July 2013, Article 10. 
Accessed on 20 December 2018 in: https://www.uni-
pr.edu/desk/inc/media/CFEBCD0D-8BC1-462A-8BF6-
6C41152AD4B4.pdf  
15 Ibid, Article 11. 
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considered minor, while the serious ones are those causing 
hardly repairable damage to the university, such as: violation 
of the Code of Ethics, falsification and concealment of 
official documents, manipulation of student assessment and 
scientific work, discrimination of any sort, damage to 
university property, misuse or unauthorized use of public 
funds for personal gain, and grave breach of copyright and 
ethics in scientific publications.16 

Twenty-eight serious violations, specified in this 
regulation, are subject to investigation by the Ethics Council. 
For each reported case, the Ethics Council is obliged to draft 
a report and make a decision on the alleged violation. During 
the drafting of the report, the Ethics Council holds at least 
two hearings and the parties are entitled to see the regularity 
of the disciplinary procedure and to provide relevant 
evidence. The Ethics Council is obliged to interview the 
offender within five days, informing them two days earlier. 
Upon decision by the Ethics Council, it becomes effective 
upon approval by the Senate and the Steering Council, at 
least twenty days after the decision is delivered to these 
bodies. Upon approval by the Senate, the decision may be 
appealed to the Steering Council. If the Senate and the 
Steering Council approve the Ethics Council report as final, 
the dissatisfied parties are entitled to initiate their case with 
the inspectorate or initiate an administrative-judicial dispute. 

                                                        
16 Universiteti i Prishtinës: Rregullore për Masat dhe Procedurat Disiplinore 
ndaj Personelit Akademik të Universitetit të Prishtinës, Prot. No. 857, 11 
April 2017, Article 6. Accessed on 21 December 2018 in: https://www.uni-
pr.edu/desk/inc/media/AD34598C-9D62-4DC8-9D68-
6DAF237722C6.pdf  
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The main body interpreting the Regulation on Disciplinary 
Measures and Procedures is the Steering Council. 

There are ten measures foreseen in the Code of Ethics 
for disciplinary offenses: 

1. Oral warning; 
2. Written warning; 
3. Termination of daily allowance; 
4. Ban from involvement in evaluation committees 

for up to three years; 
5. Ban from involvement in mentoring of all levels for 

one (1) year; 
6. Decrease of post - degradation; 
7. Non-promotion for up to three (3) years; 
8. Decrease of academic title; 
9. Revocation of the scientific degree; 
10. Termination of employment.17 
 
Thus, the Code of Ethics and the Regulation on 

Disciplinary Measures and Procedures cover a wide range of 
issues. Neither of the two documents attach particular 
importance to good practices of academic integrity, 
relationships with other parties (e.g. businesses, donations, 
sponsors, etc.), management and retention of academic staff 
data during their research activity at the university or similar 
issues. 

For comparison, the University of Vienna Code of 
Conduct not only defines and regulates these good academic 
practices but has developed a Rector’s Guide to Good 
Academic Practices in order to guarantee the academic 

                                                        
17 Ibid, Article 8.  
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integrity of the university itself. As stated in the University of 
Vienna Code of Conduct: “University members must refrain 
from any conduct that may in any form or way undermine or 
damage the academic integrity of the University of Vienna.”18  

Although the documents that regulate the issue of 
academic integrity in the UP do not precisely regulate 
counterfeiting, fabrication and plagiarism, yet, for as long as 
they are in force, they could be used sufficiently to 
investigate cases and apply measures foreseen for disciplinary 
offenses. The problem lies in the lack of readiness, courage 
and professional and ethical responsibility of UP 
management to implement the content of these documents 
in practice. 

 
 

                                                        
18 Universität Wien: Code of Conduct of the University of Vienna, May 
2013, p. 1. Accessed on 28 December 2018 in: https://phil-
kult.univie.ac.at/en/about-us/code-of-conduct/  
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ETHICS AND INTEGRITY IN THE UP 
“PRACTICE” 

 
 

The culture of maintaining and promoting academic integrity 
in the UP remains fragile. Academic freedom means 
responsibility, not freedom to deceive the academy and 
academics, as has and continues to happen among some 
members of the academic staff at the UP. Since 2013, the 
phrase “fake journals” has become head news of Kosova’s 
media. 

In the last six years, the Ministry of Education, Science 
and Technology of Kosova (hereinafter: MEST) and the UP 
have begun to address the issue of academic integrity and 
publications, by approving a number of documents. Initially, 
in June 2017, the UP Senate adopted a recommendation 
listing the platforms of international journals that would be 
taken into consideration while selecting and promoting the 
academic staff. Then, in 2018 MEST approved its 
Administrative Instruction no. 01/2018 “Principles for 
Recognition of International Platforms and Peer Reviewed 
Journals,”19 which invalidated the UP Senate 

                                                        
19 Ministria e Arsimit, Shkencës dhe Teknologjisë së Kosovës: Udhëzim 
Administrativ (MAShT) Nr. 01/2018 Parimet e Njohjes së Platformave dhe 
Revistave Ndërkombëtare me Recension. Accessed on 30 December 2018 
in: https://masht.rks-gov.net/uploads/2018/01/ua-nr-01-2018-parimet-e-
njohjes-se-platoformave-dhe-revistave-nderkombetare-me-recension.pdf 
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Recommendation, forcing it to regulate the issue of the 
acceptable platforms with a new regulation on appointment 
procedures for appointment, reappointment and academic 
promotion at the UP. Members of the UP academic staff 
managed to publish more than ever in journals indexed on 
platforms required by the regulations set by MEST and UP, 
including the Scopus platform. Yet, it was quite soon 
understood that a significant number of publications on 
these platforms possessed no scientific values, one of the 
reasons being that they were not subject to a peer review 
process through standard scientific procedures. 

Thus for example, in 2013 a paper published by a 
fictional person named Filan Fisteku revealed the fraudulent 
schemes of the UP. In August 2018, fictional persons with 
names like Rrush Kalaveshi, Shpat Kodra and Burrë Dheu 
from the “University of Ranilluk” published the article “The 
New Method of Synthesis of Schiff Bases” in the Indian 
Journal of Pharmaceutical Science and Review. Given that 
the number of scientific publications from the UP academic 
staff in credible journals indexed in international platforms 
remains low, doubts have recently risen when some 
professors from the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering 
managed to publish up to 18 “scientific” papers in 
international journals in one year, aiming an academic 
promotion for the UP job vacancies announced in June 
2018. In the same journal (volume 48, number 1, 2017),  
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a number of other professors had also published.20 In 
November 2018, the UP Senate for the first time in its 
history enlisted this journal as the first in the list of suspected 
ones, though it was indexed in Scopus, as required by the 
current regulations for academic staff promotion. The 
“Rrush Kalaveshi” case showed that formal criteria for 
appointment and academic promotion in the UP, as in any 
other case and place, are insufficient unless significant 
scientific research contribution of the relevant paper is 
considered, assessed by the epistemic community. 

The lack of academic integrity was investigated both 
among UP management and their academic staff. For 
example, in February 2017 a research conducted by ORCA 
on the academic integrity of UP leaders revealed that 49% of 
them did not justify their current titles under the applicable 
regulations. According to this research, 60% of the members 
of the Steering Council, 3 of the 6 members of the rectorate 
(50%), 3 of the 12 deans (25%), 4 of the eight delegated 
senators (50%), 7 of the 21 senators with titles of professors 
(33.3%), 11 of 29 vice deans (37.9%) have published in 
journals that cannot be considered serious.21  

                                                        
20 Epilogu: Publikohen disa nga emrat e profesorëve të cilët kanë publikuar 
në “revistën shkencore” ku ka publikuar edhe “Rrush Kalaveshi”, 31 July 
2018. Accessed on 26 November 2018 in: 
http://www.epilogu.com/publikohen-disa-nga-emrat-e-profesoreve-te-cilet-
kane-publikuar-ne-revisten-shkencore-ku-ka-publikuar-edhe-rrush-
kalaveshi/  
21 ORCA: Integriteti Akademik i Drejtuesve të Universitetit të Prishtinës, 
Prishtina, February 2017. Accessed on 29 November 2018 in: http://orca-
ks.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/ORCA-_Raporti-Komplet_Print.pdf  
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A research by the same organization points out that in 
the period 1980-2018, UP professors published 1735 papers 
in journals with coefficients, while only during 2017 as many 
as 220 papers were published. The Faculty of Mathematical 
and Natural Sciences, the Faculty of Medicine and that of 
Veterinary have published more papers than other faculties, 
especially those of social sciences and humanities.22 The 
Faculty of Medicine leads with 528 papers published in 
scientific journals, followed by the Faculty of Mathematics 
and Natural Sciences with 524 papers, Faculty of Agriculture 
and Veterinary with 184, Faculty of Economics with 98, 
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and Education with 94. 
However, of 1735 scientific papers published by UP 
professors, this organization estimates that 502 were 
published in predatory, suspicious, and fraudulent journals. 
Although publication in such journals undermines the UP 
credibility and reputation, and contradicts the principles of 
academic integrity, the UP Ethics Council has not yet taken 
any disciplinary action against any academic staff. 

Bekim Baliqi, a political science professor at the UP in 
a study on higher education policies in 2010, recommended 
that universities should “promote research, knowledge and 
the quality of teaching with a view to linking human capital 
to economic development and democratization. Ensuring the 
quality of public and private institutions of higher education 

                                                        
22 ORCA: Integriteti Akademik, Publikimi Shkencor dhe Menaxhimi i 
Universitetit të Prishtinës, Prishtinë, October 2018, p. 12-15. Accessed on 29 
November 2018 in: http://orca-ks.org/wp-
content/uploads/2018/10/Raporti-perfundimtar_Shqip_Web.pdf  
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should be the entry point of higher education reform to 
produce well educated human capital.”23  

The structural problem in the UP consists of the lack 
of linkage between university research, qualitative teaching 
and the labor market. Only a small number of professors 
have managed to publish relevant books or papers in journals 
or publishing houses with professional reviewers and editors, 
indexes in publishing houses or credible international 
platforms. 

Based on the existing regulation and its way of 
applying, e.g. assessment based solely on formal criteria and 
not on content, according to ORCA, only 28% of UP 
professors justify their academic titles. Divided across three 
different academic titles, 49% of assistant professors justify 
their titles, compared to 21% of associate professors and 
only 18% of full professors. 

The evaluation of academic staff deals only with the 
formal and numerical aspects of papers, such as whether they 
are published in indexed journals. However, formal 
evaluation alone remains problematic as there are cases when 
academic staff does publish in indexed journals according to 
current regulations, but the journal itself may lose its 
credibility over time, while papers published in it may not 
meet any scientific criterion. Also, in the focus group 
organized by the CPC with the UP academic staff, criticisms 
were expressed that the above assessments regarding 
(non)justification of academic titles are based on the existing 
promotion regulations and that they do not distinguish 

                                                        
23 Bekim Baliqi: Higher Education Policy in Kosova – Its Reform Chances 
and Challegnes, Der Donauraum, Jahrgang 50 – Helft 1/2010, p.12. 
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between staff members advanced with the previous 
regulations and those advanced with the current regulation. 
This does not mean that the academic staff advanced before 
adopting the new regulations and guidelines is necessarily 
(non)deserving of their posts. However, there is no research 
to differentiate professors advanced earlier from the recent 
ones and to investigate the (non)justifications of their 
academic titles. 

Given that the title of full professor implies a 
permanent contract, such professors usually find no motive 
to conduct scientific research after having received it and are 
no longer updated with the achievements of the recent 
scientific debate in their field of specialization. 

As the current regulation prioritizes full and associate 
professors (though some have been advanced in 
contradiction to statutory criteria) with mentoring of future 
doctoral students, there is a potential risk that mentoring 
future doctors will be of a low standard and without 
rigorously controlled quality, due to lack of professional 
competence among the mentors. Since doctoral studies 
require in-depth research on a specific field that results in a 
genuine scientific product of a doctoral thesis, the 
appointment of mentors should not be based solely on the 
formal criterion to them being associate or full professors 
but in their scientific achievements, so that the mentors 
themselves show familiarity with the topic, having previous 
specializations and international publications in the field they 
mentor. The Regulation on Doctoral Studies of the 
University of Prishtina prioritizes full professors and 
associate professors to mentor doctoral candidates, while 
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requiring assistant professors to have at least three 
international papers in order to mentor doctoral candidates.24  

A more balanced policy of selecting mentors for 
doctoral theses would be regulated by setting the criterion 
that the mentors of all three academic titles, from assistant 
professors to full professors, have at least three credible 
scientific papers published in recent years. As under the 
current regulations on doctoral studies the doctoral 
candidates themselves are obliged to publish a scientific 
paper before their doctorate is completed, the question is 
how they could be mentored and supported by those who 
have experience with the process of publishing in 
international journal with a coefficient and rigorous reviews. 
Along with this, in cooperation with MEST, the UP should 
establish mechanisms and electronic tools against plagiarism 
and at least every doctorate and master thesis should be thus 
checked before its public defending be allowed. 

A report published in September 2018 by the 
Admovere organization presents 16 plagiarism cases of UP 
academic staff, reported in the media between 1984 and 
2016. According to this report: “Out of these 16 cases, only 
three were suspended from teaching, but all three later 
returned. Only one of them – who was not a full-time but an 
engaged teacher – has had his working contract 
terminated.”25  

                                                        
24 Universiteti i Prishtinës: Rregullore për Studimet e Doktoratës të 
Universitetit të Prishtinës, Nr. Prot. 1/775, 9 September 2014, Article 9. 
25 Admovere: Stafi akademik i UP-së: studimet, angazhimet e tjera, 
plagjiaturat, vlerësimet dhe përpjesa staf-studentë, 2018, p. 47. Accessed on 
02 December 2018 in: http://admovere.org/wp-
content/uploads/2018/11/admovere_plagjiaturaUP_ALB_web-2.pdf  
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In most cases, denunciations of plagiarisms and 
publications of papers in predatory, suspicious and 
fraudulent journals or publishing houses come from the 
media and not from the UP professors. There are few 
instances when UP professors themselves denounced their 
colleagues who violated the ethical principles of academic 
integrity during scientific research and publishing of papers, 
including plagiarism and publications in predatory, 
suspicious, and fraudulent journals. 

The Code of Honor of the US Military Academy states: 
“A cadet should not lie, cheat, steal, or tolerate those who 
do.”26 The spirit of this code – not only not to steal, but not 
to tolerate lies, deceit and theft – should be valid for academic 
staff in the UP. So, worded with the same terms: “The 
professor should not lie, cheat, steal or tolerate others who 
do.” 

In order to understand the lack of integrity-based 
scientific research, some contextual factors should be 
mentioned: 

 
  Firstly, scientific debate on academic 

productivity in UP is lacking in almost every field. Often, 
members of academic staff are not informed about each 
other’s academic work within a department or a faculty. In 
scientific journals, but also in print media, there is rarely any 
critical review or presentation of the contribution and 

                                                        
26 Lars R. Jones: Academic Integrity & Academic Dishonesty: A Handbook 
Abaout Cheating & Plagiarism (Revised & Expanded Edition), 2011, p. 3. 
Accessed on 03 December 2018 in: 
http://web2.fit.edu/current/documents/plagiarism.pdf  
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authenticity of any scientific paper written by any specialist 
for another of the same field. In the absence of a systematic 
and rigorous scientific debate, everything is published 
without any criteria, whether inside or outside Kosova. 

 
  Secondly, although the relevance of a scientific 

product would best be assessed by field specialists, they, due 
to collegial considerations, are reluctant to assess their 
colleagues’ works. If a biologist, a chemist, an economist, a 
lawyer, or a political scientist would assess that a colleague 
has plagiarized and was involved in misconduct with a 
scientific research, thus violating the academic integrity, this 
would be considered “non-collegial,” given that the Kosovar 
cultural and academic environment is not built on the 
premise of maintaining moral and professional integrity. 

 
  Thirdly, many members of academic staff are 

reluctant to denounce colleagues for plagiarism or academic 
fraud, fearing that colleagues with higher academic titles will 
retaliate with punishment and discrimination during the 
upcoming promotions. 

 
  Fourthly, scientific publications of higher 

education institutions in Kosova, including the UP, lack the 
academic culture of anonymous peer reviewing of a scientific 
paper. Lack of real functioning of the Ethics Council and 
lack of autonomous and anonymous treatment of issues 
related to ethics and academic integrity help plagiarism, 
fraudulent publishing and corrupt practices of academic staff 
go unpunished. 
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 Fifthly, the UP was from its onset perceived 
more like a pulpit, i.e. a place where knowledge is taught 
(teaching) and reproduced, not a place where new knowledge 
is created (becomes scientific research). Though the teaching 
aspect is a sublime mission of any university, its reduction to 
teaching alone transforms the university into a school in 
which scientific research does not exist or remains at the 
outskirts of the activities. Though the UP in its mission 
potentially seeks to meet the needs for both teaching and 
research, the latter currently remains unaccomplished. Over 
the last five years, due to the adoption of the regulation and 
the beginning of the implementation of the academic 
promotion criteria, the academic staff in the UP has started 
to pay more attention to research and scientific publishing. 

 
 Sixthly, a significant part of the academic staff 

in the UP has worked or continues to work either in other 
public or private higher education institutions, in state 
institutions or in private businesses. In the absence of time, a 
part of the academic staff has not worked consistently on 
research projects, and in order to obtain the academic titles 
as quickly and as easily as possible, in the absence of clear 
rules on what will be taken into account in the process of 
academic promotion (i.e. which works and in what 
platforms), has published papers without any basic value, just 
so as to meet the formal criteria. 

 
  Seventhly, any academic promotion bears 

financial implications. Full professors are paid more than 
associate ones, while the latter more than assistant 
professors. Other indirect financial implications come from 
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the fact that full and associate professors are allowed to 
mentor doctoral theses, which is also paid. Obtaining the 
academic title of a full professor implies legal and financial 
stability. Legal, as after obtaining this title the professor 
enjoys a permanent contract and no further publications are 
legally required. Some of the professors who obtain the title 
cease their research and publishing activity, as they no longer 
undergo any reevaluation. Financial stability has to do with a 
higher salary and increased access to benefits from the UP, 
such as the mentoring of doctoral theses. 

 
  Eighthly, a part of the academic staff in the 

UP were not trained in scientific research and do not follow 
recent trends in scientific research, published in international 
scientific journals. The obstacle in this regard comes from 
the fact that some of the academic staff do not know any 
languages other than Albanian and Serbian and are not 
updated with new methods and theories of scientific 
proceedings. Due to such obstacles, some staff cannot 
publish in genuine scientific journals, as they are not 
equipped with the latest methodological and theoretical 
knowledge in relevant areas of specialization. This staff is not 
familiar with the credible scientific journals or the latest 
scientific ideas that are circulated and tested in them. 

 
  Ninth, scientific research remains sporadic and 

irregular with the rest of the academic staff who know how 
to and can publish in internationally-reviewed journals. 
Although some of the UP staff have experience in 
international research projects and also linguistic, theoretical 
and methodological knowledge for the relevant research 
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fields, institutional and financial support has been lacking. 
The development of a scientific research project and the 
publication of scientific results require human, technical and 
financial capacities. There are already well-established 
practices in the region, in the EU countries and all the way to 
Australia, that after every scientific publication, academic 
staff benefits some direct financial support. The UP has no 
research funds, and its staff publishing in the best scientific 
journals does not benefit any financial support, though with 
their publications contributes directly to the development 
and ranking of the UP. 

 
So far, the problem with academic dishonesty and the 

UP staff publications in predatory, suspicious and fraudulent 
journals has been addressed at the level of symptoms or 
consequences, but never seriously and systematically at the 
level of its causes. The structural problem, among other 
things, lies in the layout of the infrastructure for scientific 
research, the accessing of online indexed platforms that 
publish the latest scientific findings, then planning and 
allocating funds for research support, creating research 
programs, maintenance and financing of scientific 
institutions, the international networking of the UP, the 
organization of international conferences with scientific 
relevance and the establishment and indexing of journals in 
credible platforms. These problems cannot be addressed by 
any academician individually; they remain tasks and 
responsibilities that must be met by the Government of 
Kosova, namely MEST in cooperation with the UP. 

From time to time, MEST and a part of civil society, 
and rarely the UP itself, have tried to deal with the 
consequences by addressing cases and individual publications 
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in predatory, suspicious, and fraudulent journals. This 
approach does not address the cause of the problem. The 
Kosova Government, namely MEST, but not the UP, have 
no concrete short-term or long-term plan to address the 
causes associated with the lack of academic integrity. In 
parallel with addressing the serious consequences of 
plagiarism and lack of integrity, MEST and UP should create 
infrastructure and support to financially motivate scientific 
research. The causes emerge systematically and structurally, 
and therefore policies for addressing them should be 
systematic and structural. 
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RECRUITMENT AND ACADEMIC 
PROMOTION 

 
 

The best universities around the globe try to recruit the 
most suitable and competent academic staff. Modern 
universities recruit competent staff not only capable of 
teaching, but above all, of being involved in leading 
international scientific projects resulting in publications, 
achievements and scientific inventions. The reputation of 
universities is measured by the names of professors, whose 
contribution is significant in scientific publications, 
inventions and patents, which are usually accomplished 
through scientific projects at the national or international 
level. 

The process of recruiting and advancing academic staff 
in the UP and wider in the country is often accompanied by a 
lack of transparency, impartiality and objectivity. There are 
cases where UP Evaluation Committees, tasked with 
honestly selecting the best candidates in advertised vacancies, 
evaluate without integrity, enabling fewer deserving 
candidates to be hired or promoted. The European Science 
Foundation recommends that guidelines dealing with good 
scientific practice should include, inter alia, the “appointment 
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of academics and other researchers”27 and that the process of 
their appointment should be conducted with integrity. 
According to this foundation, “good science practice 
embraces all the procedures and practices that are needed to 
plan, carry out and report research and study within a 
framework of scientific integrity.”28  

The Statute of the University of Prishtina (hereinafter: 
The Statute) obliges academic staff not only to respect the 
autonomy and the freedom in scientific research, but also to 
behave in accordance with the highest standards of integrity. 
According to the Statute, academic staff should conduct 
themselves in line with the highest standards of commitment, 
integrity, objectivity, responsibility, sincerity, honesty and 
leadership and is obliged to respect the principles of 
professional and scientific honesty and ethical code. 29 Were 
the Statute to be implemented in full and the Evaluation 
Committees with other links in the decision-making chain 
were to evaluate the applying candidates with integrity, 
responsibility and objectivity, the process of recruiting and 
advancing the academic staff would be based solely on 
merits. As these basic criteria for assessing candidates 
applying for recruitment and promotion in the UP often are 
not applied by the Evaluation Committees and other 

                                                        
27 European Science Foundation: Good scientific practice in research and 
scholarship, December 2000, p. 7. Accessed on 05 December 2018 in: 
https://wcrif.org/documents/293-2007-242-good-scientific-practice/file  
28 Ibid, p. 5. 
29 Kosova Parliament: Statuti i Universitetit të Prishtinës “Hasan Prishtina”, 
Articles 9 and 185. Accessed on 26 November 2018 in: https://www.uni-
pr.edu/inc/doc/statuti1.pdf  
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decision-making bodies in the chain, the UP faces ongoing 
criticism of irregular and underserved promotions. 

The criteria and procedures foresee a long chain of 
mechanisms for recruiting and advancing the academic staff 
in the UP, and are regulated by the Statute. This begins with 
the academic unit’s proposals for candidates who have 
applied for the post and ends with the Senate’s final decision 
and voting and their appointment by the Rector. 

There are several simultaneous problems that arise 
when applying the criteria and procedures for recruiting and 
advancing the academic staff in the UP: 

 Firstly, there is uncertainty and inaccuracy: 
criteria and norms for recruiting and advancing academic 
staff are not precisely defined; 

 Secondly, there are arbitrary actions without 
integrity: a part of the Evaluation Committees proposing 
initial recruitment and promotion of academic staff or 
management loops acts without integrity or even arbitrarily 
while drafting recommendations and during decision-making; 

 Thirdly, there is legal insecurity: among the 
academic staff members who have published in journals 
indexed on platforms accepted by the applicable regulation, 
there is uncertainty that in the future their publications may 
no longer apply for the promotion process. 

 
UP has not yet adopted documents that regulate the 

procedure and criteria for academic promotion in the long 
run. In 2017, the Senate approved a Recommendation setting 
out the criteria for promotion of academic staff, which was 
disqualified by the 2018 MEST Administrative Instruction on 
the recognition of international reviewed platforms and 
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journals. Consequently, in the same year, the Senate 
approved a new regulation on appointment procedures 
regarding the appointment, reappointment and promotion of 
academic staff. Failure to define the criteria and procedures 
governing the appointment, reappointment and promotion 
of academic staff in the UP in the long run and frequent 
changes to regulations create legal uncertainty among 
academic staff. 

 
 

a) The Uncertainty of Statutory Criteria 
 

Six of the articles of the Statute regulating the appointment, 
reappointment and promotion of academic staff in the UP 
show uncertainties and lack of precision. This statutory 
uncertainty was then literally transposed to the Regulation on 
Appointment Procedures, approved in March 2018, in which 
Articles 175, 176 and 177 of the Statute were integrated into 
Articles 4, 5 and 6. In order to bring them to the reader’s 
attention, we are presenting in full Articles 4 and 5 of the 
Regulation on Appointment Procedures, highlighting the 
parts of uncertainty and inaccuracy. 

 
Article 4 

Appointment for the Title of Full Professor 
 

1. Pursuant to Article 175 of the Statute of the University of 
Prishtina, for the title of full professor of the Faculty, the 
candidate must possess the following qualifications: 
1.1. the degree of the doctor of science; 
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1.2. demonstration of high level of academic competence and 
scientific experience for the subject, which is proven by: 
1.2.1. a significant number of monographs, textbooks, 
publications in international scientific journals with at least 
five major papers published in international scientific 
journals as their first or correspondent author; 
1.2.2. active participation in national and international 
conferences; 
1.2.3. long-term experience in basic and applicable 
research projects; 
1.2.4. high educational and pedagogical skills through 
reasonable practice; 
1.2.5. skills for academic leadership; 
1.2.6. mentorship of Master and Doctoral Theses. 

 
Article 5 

Appointment for the Title of Associate Professor  
 
Pursuant to Article 176 of the Statute of the University of 
Prishtina, for the title of Associate Professor, the candidate 
must possess the following qualifications: 
1.1. the degree of the doctor of science; 
1.2. a selected number of monographs, publications in 
international scientific journals, with at least three major 
papers published in international journals, as their first or 
correspondent author; 
1.3. show teaching skills; 
1.4. demonstrate hard work, knowledge and mastery in the 
respective subject. 

 
Articles 175, 176, 177 of the Statute, namely Articles 4, 

5 and 6 of the Regulation on Appointment Procedures 
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require from candidates aiming the academic title of full 
professor, associate professor and assistant professor, inter 
alia, a number of monographs without specifying exactly 
how many. For example, in order to obtain the academic title 
a full professor, Article 175 of the Statute in point 1.2.1 and 
Article 4 of the Regulation on Appointment Procedures 
require candidates to have published, other than textbooks 
and at least five major papers in international journals, “a 
significant number of monographs,” this being a 
completely vague, incomprehensible and confusing 
formulation. Equally, the criteria set out in points 1.2.3 to 
1.2.5 such as “long-term experience in basic research 
projects,” “high educational and pedagogical skills through 
reasonable practice,” “skills for academic leadership” are 
imprecise and meaningless criteria and formulations. 

For the academic title of the Associate Professor, the 
Statute and the Regulation on Appointment Procedures 
require, inter alia, three major papers published in 
international journals and “a selected number of 
monographs.” Then there is a criterion for candidates to 
demonstrate “teaching skills,” which implies that the UP has 
developed a system for measuring the performance of quality 
teaching through measurable indicators. Nevertheless, until 
the time of the writing of this study, professors holding the 
titles of assistant professor and associate professor have 
never received any written assessments from the UP bodies 
regarding their performance in teaching. This means that this 
criterion has never been implemented. In addition to this, the 
candidates applying for the academic title of associate 
professor are required to “demonstrate hard work, 
knowledge and mastery in the respective subject.” Even here, 
the formulations remain unclear and immeasurable. 
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Beyond the uncertainty between a “significant” and a 
“selected” number of monographs, the paradox lies in the 
fact that the “selected number” is required all the same for 
the candidates who apply for the assistant professor title and 
those who aspire to be associate professors. Leaving the 
Statute aside, a large part of the academic staff has earned 
their highest academic degrees from assistant professor to 
full professor, by never even publishing a single monograph. 

Even if we disregard the issue of the lack of 
monographs, the other problem is the lack of scientific 
papers. To obtain the title of a full professor, the Statute 
requires the candidates to have “at least five major papers 
published in scientific or artistic journals, as the first or 
correspondent author,” for the associate professor title it 
requires three papers, and for the assistant professor title one 
paper. As the Statute does not define the notion of an 
“international journal,” a number of UP professors have 
advanced with papers published in certain “international 
journals” which are increasingly being put under the spotlight 
of criticism. Since until 2013 a regulatory norm defining 
international journals was missing, many of the UP 
professors advanced through various academic titles, 
publishing in predatory, suspicious, and fraudulent journals. 
Journals are considered predatory, suspicious and fraudulent 
because papers published in them are not subject to any 
anonymous peer review and are published without any 
minimum criteria or standard, in the style of the Filan Fisteku 
and Rrush Kalaveshi examples presented above. In fact, the 
only criterion these journals had set for themselves was that 
the “scientists” publishing in them had to make a payment 
beforehand. 
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b) Evaluation Committees 
 
Lack of academic integrity is also noted among the 
Evaluation Committees called upon to evaluate the 
candidates during their initial employment in the UP or 
during the promotion of the existing staff. There are cases 
when Evaluation Committees evaluate arbitrarily or without 
respecting the academic integrity, or both, proving 
themselves unprofessional. Arbitrary evaluation is also due to 
the fact that the statutory rules are unclear and imprecise, 
leaving the Evaluation Committees with room to interpret 
the statutory norms according to the preferences they have 
for individual candidates. Unprofessional evaluations by 
Evaluation Committee members occur when they write 
positive reviews to recruit or promote potential candidates as 
academic staff, though the latter do not meet the basic 
statutory criteria or when the members negatively evaluate 
candidates who meet all the criteria for recruitment or 
promotion. 

The Statute, the Regulation on Appointment 
Procedures and the Code of Ethics are the three documents 
that regulate the competition procedures, Evaluation 
Committees and ethical principles. However, the Statute does 
not properly regulate the composition of the Evaluation 
Committees or the relationship between departments and the 
Faculty Council regrding the Evaluation Committee’s 
proposals. 

Although the Regulation on Appointment Procedures 
does not mention the word integrity, it still expressly states that 
“evaluation committees are bodies of higher professional, 
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academic and ethical credentials.”30 According to Article 11 of 
this Regulation, the Evaluation Committee is “nominated 
among professors at department/branch or program level and 
is approved at the faculty council,” whereby “at least two 
members of the narrow field with the subjects for which the 
vacancy was announced”31 should be part of it. The normative 
requirement that two members of the Evaluation Committee 
come from the narrow field of study for which potential 
candidates apply, be it for appointment, reappointment or 
promotion, should be viewed as a good regulatory instrument 
because it increases the credibility and integrity of decision-
making during appointment, reappointment and promotion of 
academic staff. However, this provision of the Regulation is not 
included in the UP Statute. 
Furthermore, according to the Regulation on Appointment 
Procedures, after the establishment of the Evaluation 
Committee composed of three members, “in case of 
grounded reasons, a member of the Committee within five 
days of the establishment of the evaluation committee may 
announce in writing their withdrawal from the committee. In 
such case, the Dean of the Faculty calls the meeting of the 
faculty council within seven days, and in case the resignation 
is approved, he/she requests from the council the 
completion or the formation of another evaluation 

                                                        
30   University of Prishtina: Rregullore për Masat dhe Procedurat Disiplinore 
ndaj Personelit Akademik të Universitetit të Prishtinës, Prot. No. 465, 2 
March 2018, Article 11, point 5. Accessed on 05 December 2018 in: 
https://www.uni-pr.edu/desk/inc/media/C15E46D5-5159-4E97-B8CB-
D69734E39CA4.pdf 
31 Ibid, Article 11, point 4 dhe 6. 
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committee.”32 Also, the faculty council may change the 
composition of the committee, if the latter does not submit 
the evaluation report within the legal deadline. 

This part of the regulation immediately presents two 
problems: 

 Firstly, it does not specify what reasons can be 
considered as grounded for the withdrawal of an Evaluation 
Committee member, e.g. health status, conflict of interest, 
being abroad, etc. This omission gives a member the 
opportunity to withdraw for whatever “grounded” reason as 
a result of intentional pressure, intimidation or blackmail of 
the whole process; 

 Secondly, there is uncertainty about replacing 
the Committee member with the new one, as the terms 
“completion” and “formation” of the committee are used as 
if they were synonymous. Thus, the formation of another 
Evaluation Committee may implicate the total dissolution of 
the previous one and the formation of a new one that can 
hypothetically sign the evaluation report in accordance with 
the preferences of the academic unit’s dean and in violation 
of Article 11 point 19 of this Regulation, which stipulates 
that the Evaluation Committee is obliged to prioritize with a 
recommendation the candidates who meet the necessary 
criteria and are better than the others.33 

 
                                                        

32 Ibid, Article 11, point 12. 
33 See: University of Prishtina: Rregullore për Procedura Përzgjedhëse 
Lidhur me Emërim, Riemërim dhe Avancimin e Personelit Akademik në 
Universitetin e Prishtinës “Hasan Prishtina”, Prot. No. 465, 2 March 2018, 
Article 11, point 19. Accessed on 05 December 2018 in: https://www.uni-
pr.edu/desk/inc/media/C15E46D5-5159-4E97-B8CB-D69734E39CA4.pdf  
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When drafting the report, the members of the 
Evaluation Committee are entitled to submit a “separate 
proposal” about the competing candidates. So, according to 
the spirit of the Regulation on Appointment Procedures, 
there can be two proposals or evaluation recommendations 
for the candidates, a “separate proposal” and another 
proposal of the other two members of the Evaluation 
Committee. This regulation does not specify how the Faculty 
Council should act if all three members of the committee had 
separate proposals about candidates applying for a vacancy. 
Although the Evaluation Committee’s proposals can be 
discussed at the Faculty Council, the latter may reject both 
proposals, or approve only one and submit it to the 
Rectorate. Before the Council approves or refuses the 
proposal of the Evaluation Committee, it is published in the 
bulletin and subjected to a public review and potential 
complaint process within ten days. Upon expiry of this 
deadline, the Faculty Council shall also evaluate the reports 
of the Evaluation Committees and those of the Appeals 
Committees concerning candidates who have undergone the 
appointment, reappointment or promotion process and 
approves or rejects the proposals of the Evaluation 
Committees. 

With the Regulation on Appointment Procedures, the 
Rector of the UP has established an Advisory Committee 
which evaluates “the regularity of the procedure and the 
proposals by the Faculties for the candidates applying for 
vacancies.” The Academic Development Office at the 
Rectorate prepares the faculties’ proposals to direct them to 
the Senate for a decision. The Rector’s Advisory Committee 
and the Academic Development Office are obliged within 
thirty days to prepare statements of the Evaluation 
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Committees’ proposals to be included in the Senate’s agenda. 
For its part, the Senate is obliged that within twenty days 
after the preparation of these statements, to refuse or 
approve with a decision the proposals of the Faculty 
Councils. In case of refusal of the Faculty Council’ proposal 
to the Senate, the case is returned within three days for 
reconsideration to the Faculty Council, which is obliged to 
re-evaluate the proposal within seven days and to re-issue the 
relevant evaluation to the Senate within three days. 

The Regulation on Appointment Procedures obliges 
the Evaluation Committee to be based on the principles of 
integrity when drafting the report: 

 
“The members of the evaluation committee shall have 

legal, disciplinary and ethical responsibility for the accuracy 
of the data presented in the evaluation report and their 
recommendations will be sanctioned in accordance with the 
Code of Ethics and other applicable legal provisions.”34 

 
The Code of Ethics of UP academic staff, adopted in 

2013, regulates some aspects of integrity and credibility, 
directly related to the recruitment and promotion of 
academic staff. This Code regulates: “The right to be tried by 
colleagues, in accordance with fair and regular proceedings in 
matters of promotion and discipline, only on the basis of the 
professional qualifications of the staff member and the  

                                                        
34 Ibid, Article 11, point 25. 
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professional conduct.”35 Likewise, the principles of 
intellectual honesty and ethical principles are obligations that 
must be met by academic staff, and “[...] professors should 
be objective in their professional judgment of their peers.”36 
The Code of Ethics considers the following as unacceptable 
behavior: 

 
“Evaluating the professional competence of other 

academic staff or candidates under consideration for 
employment, with criteria not directly reflecting professional 
conduct, including refrain from criticism due to personal 
interests or criticism of others’ work for personal reasons.”37 

 
The Regulation on Disciplinary Measures and 

Procedures for Academic Personnel of the University of 
Prishtina considers “the falsification of official documents, 
including deliberate change of the data in any official record 
or document,” as well as “concealment of the official 
document and failure to present it to relevant bodies ex 
officio” as serious violations.38 The problem with these grave 

                                                        
35 University of Prishtina: Kodi i Etikës i stafit akademik të Universitetit të 
Prishtinës “Hasan Prishtina”, Prot. No. 1/751, 19 July 2013, Article 4, point 
5. Accessed on 07 December 2018 in: https://www.uni-
pr.edu/desk/inc/media/CFEBCD0D-8BC1-462A-8BF6-
6C41152AD4B4.pdf 
36 Ibid, Article 11. 
37 Ibid, Article 12. 
38 University of Prishtina: Rregullore për Masat dhe Procedurat Disiplinore 
ndaj Personelit Akademik të Universitetit të Prishtinës, Prot. No. 857, 11 
April 2017, Article 6. Accessed on 10 December 2018 in: https://www.uni-
pr.edu/desk/inc/media/AD34598C-9D62-4DC8-9D68-
6DAF237722C6.pdf 
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breaches comes in cases when the Evaluation Committee 
does not report fully, deliberately concealing the data and 
scientific achievements of a candidate in order to justify the 
proposal for an undeserved candidate. This is considered a 
serious legal, ethical and professional violation. One of the 
punitive measures envisaged for members engaged in such 
violations is the “ban of involvement in Evaluation 
Committees for the next 3 years.” Although it should be 
appreciated that this regulation imposes punitive measures 
for members who evaluate in violation of ethical and 
professional principles, these are not observed and to date 
we have not encountered a case when disciplinary procedures 
or punitive measures were imposed towards one or more 
members of the Evaluation Committee.  

In this respect, two parallel actions are required:  
 
1. Increase the academic responsibility of the 

members in the Evaluation Committees regarding 
legal, professional and academic consequences of 
violating ethical and academic integrity in the 
recruitment and promotion process. 

2. Enforce punitive measures and waive membership 
rights in future evaluation committees after the 
violation has been established. 

 
Evaluation Committees should be empowered to 

evaluate autonomously, objectively and with integrity the 
candidates applying for vacations during the appointment, 
reappointment and promotion of academic staff. Also, the 
Ethics Council should apply punitive measures for 
fabrication or falsification of candidate data by the 
Evaluation Committees. Moreover, it is essential that the 
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Evaluation Committees not only evaluate the formal part, i.e. 
the numerical criteria of the respective papers, but also their 
scientific relevance and contribution. In the recent past there 
have been cases when social science professors at UP, as co-
authors with professors of natural sciences, have published 
“scientific” papers in the field of the latter, which they have 
used for their promotions, in spite of the natures of these 
two fields being quite different. Today there is another trend 
in the UP, that of paying for preordered papers declared as 
own just as to publish in the journals indexed on the 
accepted platforms, although the publications presented for 
receiving the academic titles in no way reflect the field of 
specialization and the academic career of applicant 
candidates. Unlike other mechanisms, such as the Faculty 
Council, the Rector’s Advisory Committee, the Academic 
Office and the Senate, which have heterogeneous 
composition and are not able to present a deserved 
assessment for each candidate in the process of appointment, 
reappointment or promotion, the Evaluation Committees 
composed of professors in relevant departments should be 
transformed into the main mechanism of quality control and 
significant scientific contribution of the candidates’ scientific 
publications. There are times when one scientific 
contribution of a candidate’s paper may be many times 
greater than that of several papers presented by some other 
candidate. A more careful assessment should be sought 
especially among candidates having the same or similar 
number of scientific works. It would also be desirable – 
although this is not an aspect regulated either by the Statute 
or by other regulations – that candidates recruited for the 
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first time at the University of Prishtina undergo a 
professional interview by the Evaluation Committee. 

 
 

c) Legal Uncertainty 
 

Although during the past five years three documents have 
been adopted in the UP clarifying the publications and 
promotion of academic staff procedures and criteria, this 
clarity so far remains temporary, as the criteria are constantly 
changing. There are two sides to this dynamic and 
continuous amendment of documents. On the one hand, 
there is more rigorous observance and enforcement of the 
academic promotion criteria, clarified through these 
documents, and on the other, the clarity of the criteria so far 
has remained temporary. This practice has made scientific 
publications and promotions criteria create legal uncertainty 
for academic staff, as the nature of the documents is 
temporary and unpredictable. They are valid, as stated in the 
last sentence of the Senate’s “Recommendation,”39 until 
“another decision is made.” In this “Recommendation,” 
36 academic grounds that would be considered when 
appointing, reappointing and promoting academic staff were 
listed: the first was Web of Science, the last being Google 
Scholar. The naming of this document, the accepted indices, 
and the criteria set for the recognition of a scientific paper 
were problematic. The document was called 
“Recommendation” leaving one with the impression of a 
non-binding character. Also, the number of platforms and 

                                                        
39 University of Prishtina: Rekomandim, Prot. No. 1/344, 22 June 2016.  
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indexes accepted with this recommendation was so broad 
creating the impression that it was approved to legitimize all 
the scientific papers of the UP academic staff applying for 
promotion in the 2016 vacancies. 

Academic staff would advance through scientific 
papers published in internationally indexed journals in one of 
the 36 indexing paltforms. A scientific paper published in an 
indexed journal could be used for academic promotion only 
by the main author and correspondent author. Journals 
published in Kosova and the region would only be 
considered if they were indexed in the Web of Science and 
Scopus platform.40 By the same rule, the same 
recommendation immediately excluded the academic staff 
from the areas of Albanology, Albanian history and 
ethnology, also counting the regional journals in these cases. 
This exclusion was made with the justification that these 
areas of study cover the “national nature of scientific 
research.” 

The reasons for this exclusion are twofold. Firstly, 
scientific research in the areas of Albanology, Albanian 
history and ethnology, according to their scholars, are highly 
specific and difficult to publish in international journals, as 
the recommendation required. Secondly, according to these 
researchers, studies in these areas are of particular 
importance to policies of Albanian identity. This exclusion 
can be partially justified for scientific research of a very 
specific nature and subject, however, scientific research of 
whatever nature or field is essentially only subject to the logic 
of scientific and methodological refutation, and not “the 

                                                        
40 Ibid, point III, p. 2. 
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logic of the national brand” or that of promotion of identity 
policies. It should be added that the best studies of the 
Albanian identity were made by foreign scholars who had 
their specific papers published in the most credible 
international journals and publishing houses. The problem, 
therefore, is not strongly related to the particularity of local 
topics but to the lack of methodological and theoretical rigor 
in scientific proceedings. 

Apart from this exemption, the “Recommendation” 
included another one. The first three platforms, namely the 
Web of Science, Scopus and World Wide Science were 
reinforced as safe academic grounds; the scientific papers 
published therein would not be questioned when promoting 
the academic staff. According to point 5 of this 
Recommendation, all other platforms, from 4 to 36, would 
be considered if the works published in them are not 
“conference papers” or “in the list of suspicious journals and 
publishers.” 

This point of the Recommendation was in violation of 
the UP Statute and caused three problems. First, the papers 
presented at various national or international conferences 
that would be published in Web of Science, Scopus and 
World Wide Science could be considered during the 
promotion process. This part of the regulation was in 
contradiction to the UP Statute itself, which requires 
scientific papers published in international journals (and not 
conference proceedings) during the promotion of academic 
staff from the assistant professor title all through to full 
professor title. Secondly, according to the Recommendation 
the scientific papers published in the Web of Science, Scopus 
and World Wide Science are automatically safe and no 
evidence is required whether they are in the list of suspicious 
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journals and publishers, while all other platforms from 
number 4 to 36 require evidence that the papers are not 
conference presentations or in the lists of suspicious journals 
and publishers. Thirdly, although the Recommendation 
mentions lists of suspicious journals and publishers, UP has 
never approved any such official lists. Academics who 
publish their scientific work in credible journals are familiar 
with some lists of suspicious, predatory and fraudulent 
journals that are constantly updated, but the UP itself does 
not have an approved list. 

The UP faced the last two problems listed above for 
the first time in 2018, when some professors published in an 
internationally indexed journal in Scopus, later considered 
suspicious and for the first time UP recognized a journal as 
undesirable. Publications on it would not be considered 
during the promotion process, although it is indexed on the 
Scopus platform. 

The Senate “Recommendation” adopted in June 2016 
was invalidated in January 2018 by a MEST instruction, 
known as “Administrative Instruction no. 01/2018. The 
principles of recognizing international reviewed platforms 
and journals.” In this guideline MEST enlists five indexing 
database platforms (1.1 Web of Science, 1.2 Scopus, 1.3 
Ebsco, 1.4 WorldCat and 1.5 DOAJ), equated with 
coefficient 1 (100%). According to this Instruction, the 
Senate has the right to set three platforms that will be 
equated with a coefficient of 0.85 (0.85%), Faculty Councils 
are entitled to set two platforms that will be equated with a 
coefficient of 0.70 (70%), while each departments will set 
one journal that will be equated with a coefficient of 0.55 
(55%). According to this Guideline, the journals indexed in 
Ebsco, WorldCat, DOAJ and those proposed by the Senate, 
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Faculty Councils and Departments should not be “in the list 
of suspicious publishers or journals at the time of publication 
of the paper.”41 This instruction indirectly amnesties the 
papers that may be published in the Web of Science or 
Scopus, namely in platforms 1.1 and 1.2, which appear to be 
included in the list of suspicious, predatory, and fraudulent 
journals or publishers. According to the transitional 
provisions of this Instruction “Publication Platforms will 
be reviewed in 2020.”42 There is no assurance that the 
promotion process will be taking into account the papers of 
academic staff that hypothetically in 2020 or 2022 will be 
subject to the reappointment or promotion and 
hypothetically meet the criteria according to the current 
Instruction, as any of the regulated platforms may well be 
removed in the following MEST Instruction or by a new UP 
regulation. 

In accordance with the above MEST Guideline, in 
March 2018, the UP Senate approved the Regulation on 
Appointment Procedures. This Regulation aims to regulate 
the procedures and criteria for appointment, reappointment 
and promotion, not expressly regulated by the UP Statute. 
The regulation transposed, without any change, the criteria of 
the Statute the for appointment of the tfull, associate and 
assistant professors. This means that all the statutory 
uncertainties were also transposed. In line with the MEST 

                                                        
41 Ministry of Education, Science and Technology: Udhëzim Administrativ 
(MAShT) No. 01/2018 Parimet e Njohjes së Platoformave dhe Revistave 
Ndërkombëtare me Recension. Accessed on 30 December 2018 in: 
https://masht.rks-gov.net/uploads/2018/01/ua-nr-01-2018-parimet-e-
njohjes-se-platoformave-dhe-revistave-nderkombetare-me-recension.pdf 
42 Ibid. 
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Instruction, the Regulation only clarified the platforms and 
indexes of international journals that would be considered 
during the appointment, reappointment and promotion 
process. In it, 34 indexing platforms were integrated (unlike 
the UP Recommendation listing 36 of them) each of which 
would be equivalent to the other. The criteria for 
appointment, reappointment and promotion were further 
strengthened by the Regulation, because only the first five 
databases (Web of Science, Scopus, Ebsco, WorldCat and 
DOAJ) were equated with coefficient 1, as required by the 
MEST Administrative Instruction. 

Three plaftorms (World Wide Science, Microsoft 
Academic Search and BASE) were equated with a coefficient 
of 0.85, while others with a coefficient of 0.75 and 0.55. This 
Regulation also inherited the deficiencies of the previous 
documents governing the procedures and criteria for 
academic promotion. As with the previous documents, 
scientific papers published in journals indexed in Ebsco, 
WorldCat and DOAJ – with the exception of Scopus and the 
Web of Science – are not taken into account in this 
Regulation during the evaluation of candidates if at the 
moment of publication the respective journals are included in 
the lists of suspicious journals and publishers, respectively in 
the original Beall List of suspicious journals and 
publishers.”43 In fact, the Regulation should be explicit and 
advance beyond the previous documents, specifying that 

                                                        
43 University of Prishtina: Rregullore për Procedura Përzgjedhëse Lidhur me 
Emërimin, Riemërimin dhe Avancimin e Personelit Akademik në 
Universitetin e Prishtinës “Hasan Prishtina”, Prot. No. 465, 2 March 2018, 
p.17. Accessed on 28 November 2018 in: https://www.uni-
pr.edu/desk/inc/media/C15E46D5-5159-4E97-B8CB-D69734E39CA4.pdf 
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none of the scientific papers published in indexed journals 
will be considered if the journal is included in the Beall List 
and considered suspicious. Although this advancement did 
not occur, the UP for the first time indirectly approved a 
negative list of suspicious journals in a regulation, explicitly 
citing the Beall List. 

The Regulation on Appointment Procedures, however, 
advances from the previous documents, due to the fact that 
its Annex 2 in tabular form requires publication in 
international journals to be documented through the 
identifying links, volume, pages and year of publication of 
the journal, paper title and names of authors. The assessment 
is also diversified, including the publication of monographs, 
chapters of books, dispensations, translations; conference, 
seminar, symposium and workshop presentations, as well as 
professional, scientific and managerial contributions. Though 
this methodological diversification is important for a more 
objective assessment of academic staff in the appointment, 
reappointment and promotion process, this regulation 
nevertheless attaches primary importance to scientific papers 
published in internationally indexed journals and neglects 
other academic works. For example, chapters of books 
published with credible publishers such as Roultlege, 
Ashgate, Palgrave Macmillan, among others, would have to 
be considered equivalent to at least one scientific paper, 
considering that a chapter of a scientific book is a scientific 
paper which is subject to the anonymous review process and 
other standards just like articles published in credible 
scientific journals. 

Finally, it is important to note that all of the above 
regulations have been designed to advance the academics, 
but without ever extending any personal invitations to them 
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to express their thoughts. Any long-term guidelines that 
regulates the procedures and criteria for appointing, 
appointing and promoting academic staff should be 
developed through communication and inclusiveness, in 
consultation and co-decision-making with key stakeholders 
of this process. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 

General recommendations for the UP: 
 
 Draft a new Statute. The Statute should, inter alia, 

regulate the basic principles of conduct and 
academic integrity as well as accurately, explicitly 
and without ambiguity list the criteria and 
procedures for appointing, reappointing and 
promoting academic staff. 

 
 Rewrite the Code of Ethics and the Regulation on 

Disciplinary Measures and Procedures and draw up 
guidelines for the implementation of these 
documents in accordance with the European Code 
of Conduct for Research Integrity. 

 
 
Specific recommendations for the Steering Council 
and the Senate: 
 
 Establish a Fund for Scientific Research through a 

special budget line. 
 

 Develop a specific code for integrity of academic 
staff, specifying scientific research procedures, data 
management, financing regulation, and conflict of 
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interest, along with basic behavioral principles. In 
parallel, draft a guide for the implementation of this 
code, including clear procedures, mechanisms and 
disciplinary measures. 

 
 Work and engagement contracts between academic 

staff and the UP should include an additional 
contract with the core principles of ethics and 
academic integrity. Signing and accepting such a 
contract would imply a commitment to basic 
principles of academic integrity as an integral part 
of this contract. 

 
 The UP Rectorate, in cooperation with the 

academic units, should build an information, 
training and prevention campaign related to the 
practices of academic misconduct and other 
violations of integrity norms. 

 
 Establish a public register, posted on the UP 

website, with all doctoral, master and bachelor 
theses, through which all data on the theses 
defended in the UP, with the candidates and their 
mentors, are recorded. 

 
 Support and promote a rigorous mentoring policy, 

focusing on doctoral theses. Criteria for mentoring 
doctoral theses should be the volume and relevance 
of the mentor’s scientific publications, and not 
necessarily their academic title. This criterion 
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should apply equally to assistant professors, 
associate professors or full professors.  

 
 The University of Prishtina should build 

mechanisms and electronic means through which it 
will be possible to investigate the (non)originality of 
Master’s and Doctoral theses before they are 
defended. Likewise, mentors of Master’s and 
Doctoral theses should treat mentoring as an 
academic responsibility. 

 
 
For the Ethics Council: 
 
 In cooperation with the Senate and the UP Steering 

Council, it should take measures and reduce the 
academic degrees of the entire academic staff that 
has earned their degrees through papers published 
in fraudulent journals or publishing houses. This 
would set a good example that such practices are 
unacceptable and punishable and would discourage 
the continuation of misconduct in science. 

 
 In cooperation with the Senate and the UP Steering 

Council, it should take measures and remove the 
scientific title “doctor” from those members of 
academic staff whose theses prove to have been 
written in disagreement with the good practices of 
scientific research, by ways of forging, fabricating 
and/or plagiarizing the data. 
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 Enforce punitive measures against members of the 
Evaluation Committees for fabrication or forgery 
of data and/or selective submissions of the 
scientific and professional achievements of 
candidates applying for the UP vacancies. 
Evaluation Committees should not only evaluate 
the formal part, i.e. the numerical criteria of the 
papers, but also the relevance and significant 
scientific contribution of the respective works. 

 
 Publish an Annual Report of Statistics with the 

cases, procedures and measures imposed. In all 
cases, the confidentiality of persons under 
procedures should be maintained. 

 
 
Recommendations for the academic units:  
 
 
 Evaluation Committees should be empowered to 

evaluate autonomously, objectively and with 
integrity the candidates during the appointment, 
reappointment and promotion process. These 
committees should be established by the 
departments/branches and transformed into the 
main mechanism of quality control and significant 
scientific contribution of candidates’ works. Also, 
the Ethics Council should apply punitive measures 
against fabrication or falsification of data and/or 
selective presentation of the scientific and 
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professional achievements of candidates in the 
reports of Evaluation Committees.  

 
 Departments within the academic units should 

build a policy of mentoring master and doctoral 
theses according to the field of specialization of 
their academic staff. This would allow for a more 
careful mentoring and more rigorous control over 
the quality of the research of master or doctoral 
theses. 

 
 Without exception, all MA and PhD theses 

defended in the UP should be published on the UP 
website and also be subject to public scrutiny. This 
action enhances the transparency and credibility of 
mentoring topics. 

 
 
For MEST: 
 
 Establish a State Committee on Scientific Honesty 

to investigate all cases of violation of ethics and 
academic integrity across all public and private 
institutions of higher education in Kosova. This 
would be the highest mechanism for addressing 
instances of violation of ethics and academic 
integrity at the country level, with the power to 
handle cases ex officio even when other bodies 
neglect them. Once the cases would initially be 
dealt with at the internal level of higher education 
institutions through the Code of Ethics and 
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Integrity, whenever investigation and punishment 
procedures would not be implemented, 
stakeholders would have the opportunity to address 
the cases in this higher instance body. Modalities of 
this body can be obtained from the one operating 
in Sweden. 

 
 During the year 2020, it should draft a new 

administrative instruction for recognition of 
internationally reviewed platforms and journals. 
The new MEST instruction should create long-
term legal certainty and be drafted in cooperation 
with all stakeholders, including UP professors, the 
Rectorate and faculties’ managements, as well as the 
civil society. 

 
 
For the EU Office in Kosova: 
 
 
 Condition the funding of higher education 

institutions and especially of the UP with their 
adoption and implementation of good practices of 
scientific research, including demonstrating 
concretely to these institutions that reported and 
proven cases of academic misconduct and violation 
of academic integrity principles are investigated and 
punished with harsh measures. 
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